Diagnostic leukapheresis for CTC analysis in breast cancer patients: CTC frequency, clinical experiences and recommendations for standardized reporting.
Diagnostic leukapheresis (DLA) is based on continuous centrifugation that collects mononuclear cells from peripheral blood with a density of 1.055-1.08 g/ml. As epithelial cells have a similar density, DLA cocollects circulating tumor cell (CTCs) along with the targeted mononuclear cells. Here, we report on our single center experience applying DLA in 40 nonmetastatic and metastatic breast cancer patients and its impact on CTC detection. We found that the use of just 5% of the DLA product (corresponding to a median peripheral blood volume of around 60 ml) in the CellSearch® assay already leads to a significant increase in CTC detection frequency and yield. The implementation of the method was unproblematic, and we did not observe any adverse events in our patient cohort. Extrapolating the CTC counts in the DLA samples to the whole DLA product indicated that enormous CTC numbers could be harvested by this approach (around 205x more CTCs than in the 7.5 ml blood sample in M1 patients). In conclusion, DLA is a clinically safe method to collect CTCs from liters of blood enabling a real liquid biopsy. Yet, further technical developments are required to process whole DLA products and exploit the full potential of this approach. As it is foreseeable that DLA will be used by several groups, and hopefully ultimately brought to the patients in a routine setting, we discuss recommendations on the minimum of required information for reporting on DLAs to allow comparison across different approaches. © 2018 International Society for Advancement of Cytometry.